INDIANA UNIVERSITY SOUTH BEND
FACULTY/STAFF PUBLICATIONS LISTS 2011.

The following list includes those published items and creative works as submitted by the faculty and staff at IUSB. The list is not intended as a comprehensive list of all works published by IUSB faculty and staff during 2011.

Arts

Karen Ackoff

Jane Cera
Cera, J. “Culture jamming collages: Lessons learned from my students.” *ArTeacher* 63: 4 (Spring 2011).

Rebecca Hovan


Michael Lasater
Exhibitions


*2011 Members Exhibition.* Morean Arts Center, St. Petersburg, Florida, September 2 - 25, 2011.


**Susan Moore**

Exhibitions


*2011 Midwest Center for Photography Juried Exhibition*, Center Gallery at the Midwest Center for Photography, Wichita, Kansas.

**Dora Natella**

Exhibitions

*46Th National Drawing and Small Sculpture Show*, Del Mar College, national juried group exhibition, Corpus Christi, TX. [http://dmc122011.delmar.edu/art/show.html](http://dmc122011.delmar.edu/art/show.html)

*Krasl Sculpture Biennial*, Box Factory for the Arts, invitational exhibition St. Joseph, MI. [www.krasl.org/pdfs/2012_Spring_Newsletter_Krasl_Art_Center.pdf](http://www.krasl.org/pdfs/2012_Spring_Newsletter_Krasl_Art_Center.pdf)

*Body Double: The Figure in Contemporary Sculpture*, September 19- January 6, (this exhibit is also part of ArtPrize, September 19- October 7) at Fredrick Meijer Gardens and Sculpture Park in Grand Rapids, MI. [http://www.zvents.com/grand_rapids_charter_township_mi/events/show/240260904-body-double-the-figure-in-contemporary-sculpture](http://www.zvents.com/grand_rapids_charter_township_mi/events/show/240260904-body-double-the-figure-in-contemporary-sculpture)


**Micheline Nilsen**


**Yuri Obata**


**Biology**

**Peter Bushnell**


**Yilei Qian**


**David Wilkes**


**Business & Economics**

**Douglas Agbetsiafa**


**Peter Aghimien**


**Tracey Anderson**


**Vishal Bindroo**


**Staci Lugar Brettin**

Mark Fox


Robert Kenagy

Gary Kern


Raj Kohli
Monle Lee


Jamshid Mehran


Maria Méndez

Anurag Pant

Bhavik Pathak

Asghar Sabbaghi

Ganesh Vaidyanathan


Haiyan Yin
Hong Zhuang


Chemistry

Matthew Marmorino


Grace Muna


Computer Science

James Wolfer


**Liqiang Zhang**


**Education**

**Michelle Bakerson**


**Ni Chang**


Hope Smith Davis

David Freitas
http://guide2digitallearning.com/professional_development/


http://www.guide2digitallearning.com/professional_development/book_talk_educational_leader%E2%80%99s_guide_school_technology_policies


http://www.guide2digitallearning.com/professional_development/book_talk_future_happening_now_%E2%80%93_or_without_us

http://www.guide2digitallearning.com/professional_development/book_talk_everyone_communicates_few_connect


http://www.guide2digitallearning.com/professional_development/digital_citizenship_it_s_everyone_s_responsibility


Marsha Heck


Heck, Marsha. Lifeblood Exhibit Gallery Visio 170 Millennium Student Center University of Missouri - St. Louis (February 2011).

Dan Holm


Yvonne Larrier


Judy Lewandowski


Jeremy Linton


Kwadwo Okrah

Terry Shepherd

Denise Skarbek

English

Benjamin Balthaser

Rebecca Brittenham

Joseph Chaney
Chaney, Joseph. “A Likable Idiot in Hong Kong” (reprint of “Humiliation in Hong Kong” from Michiana Chronicles Radio Series) Beloit College Magazine 48-49 (Fall/Winter 2011).

Lee Kahan

Jake Mattox

Robert Meyer-Lee
Kelcey Parker


Elaine Roth


History

Dmitry Shlapentokh


Shlapentokh, Dmitry. “Russia & the U.S.-- Consequences for Central Asia (Part II).” Defense Review Asia 5:3 (May 2011)


Shlapentokh, Dmitry. “Ukraine will Continue Trying to Diversify Oil and Gas Supplies.” FSU: Oil & Gas Monitor 01:614 (January 12, 2011).


Shlapentokh, Dmitry. “Gas Supply Concerns Underpin Polish, German Criticism of Belarus.” FSU: Oil & Gas Monitor 07:620 (February 23, 2011).


**Lisa Zwicker**


**Informatics**

**Raman Adaikkalavan**


**Hang Dinh**


**Hossein Hakimzadeh**


**Liguo Yu**


**Library**

**Nancy Colborn**

Colborn, Nancy Wootton. “The Motivation Triangle: Affecting Change in Student Learning in Credit IL Courses by Examining the Student, the Course Content, and the Teacher,” in Best Practices for Credit-Bearing Information Literacy Courses Christopher V. Hollister, Ed. Chicago, IL: ACRL (2011).


**Rosanne Cordell**


**Susan Thomas**


**Mathematical Sciences**

**Shanqin Chen**


**Yi Cheng**

Zhong Guan


Anna Savvopoulou


Morteza Shafii-Mousavi


Philosophy

Louise Collins


Physics

Jerry Hinnefeld


Ilan Levine


Monika Lynker

Rolf Schimmrigk


Henry Scott

Political Science

Elizabeth Bennion


Bennion, Elizabeth A. "IUSB plays role in elections." South Bend Tribune (November 6, 2011).


Gabriel Popescu


James Smith

Psychology

Kevin Ladd


**John McIntosh**


**Social Work**

**Carol Massat**

Massat, C. R. “From the director's chair.” The social work view from South Bend 1:1 2 (2011).

**Sociology**

**David Blouin**


**Gail McGuire**


**Theodore Randall**


**Scott Sernau**


**Becky Torstrick**


**James VanderVeen**

VanderVeen, James M. “Finding Food While Protecting Pots: A Non-destructive Protocol for Absorbed Residue Analysis.” In Advances in Archaeometry: Proceedings of the


**Women’s & Gender Studies**

*April Lidinsky*


**World Languages**

*Jeffrey Luppes*


*Lesley Walker*